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 Same force, more time for puck II to Same force, more time for puck II to 

cross finish line…but these are plots cross finish line…but these are plots 
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 Graph kinetic energy?Graph kinetic energy?
 Same momentum as a function of time Same momentum as a function of time 
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Kinetic Energy and WorkKinetic Energy and Work

�� NewtonNewton’’s laws tell us how velocity changes Thes laws tell us how velocity changes The�� NewtonNewton s laws tell us how velocity changes. The s laws tell us how velocity changes. The 
WorkWork--Energy theorem tells us how speed Energy theorem tells us how speed 
(i d d t f di ti ) h(i d d t f di ti ) h(independent of direction) changes.(independent of direction) changes.

�� Kinetic energy = Kinetic energy = 2
2
1 mv

�� Work done by a force =Work done by a force =
(part of force parallel to displacement)(part of force parallel to displacement)

2
Fxx  or   Fr

(p p p )(p p p )

�� WorkWork--energy theorem: energy theorem: ( 1
2 mv2 )  Fnetr
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Potential EnergyPotential Energy

�� For some forces work only dependsFor some forces work only depends�� For some forces work only depends For some forces work only depends 
on the change in position. Then the work done on the change in position. Then the work done 
can be writtencan be written 

F  
r  U

UU is called a is called a potential energypotential energy..
F r  U

�� For gravity, For gravity, UUgravitygravity = mgh= mgh

For a spring, For a spring, UUspringspring = = ½ ½ kxkx22

F l t i fF l t i f UU kk QQ QQ //
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For electric force,For electric force, UUelectricelectric = k= kCCQQ11QQ22/r/r1212



Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Conservation of Mechanical EnergyConservation of Mechanical Energygygy

�� Mechanical energyMechanical energy
–– The mechanical energy of a system of objectsThe mechanical energy of a system of objectsThe mechanical energy of a system of objects The mechanical energy of a system of objects 

is conserved if resistive forces can be ignored.is conserved if resistive forces can be ignored.
 KE  PE   0

�� Thermal energyThermal energy

 
KEinitial  PEinitial  KE final  PE final

�� Thermal energyThermal energy
–– Resistive forces transform coherent energy Resistive forces transform coherent energy 

of motion (energy associated with a netof motion (energy associated with a netof motion (energy associated with a net of motion (energy associated with a net 
momentum) into momentum) into thermal energy thermal energy (energy (energy 
associated with internal chaotic motions and associated with internal chaotic motions and 
no net momentum) no net momentum) 
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Energy skate parkEnergy skate parkEnergy skate parkEnergy skate park

htt // h t l d d / / i l ti / k t khttp://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/energy-skate-park
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A bulldog on a skateboard is moving very slowly A bulldog on a skateboard is moving very slowly 
when he encounters a 2 m dip.  How fast will be be when he encounters a 2 m dip.  How fast will be be 
going when he is at the bottom of the dip? The bulldog going when he is at the bottom of the dip? The bulldog 
and skateboard combined have a mass of 20 kg. and skateboard combined have a mass of 20 kg. 
F i ti d i d b i dF i ti d i d b i dFriction and air drag can be ignored.Friction and air drag can be ignored.

1.1. Very slowlyVery slowly 3. About 6 m/s

2.2. About 2 m/sAbout 2 m/s 4. You can’t tell from the 
information given.
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A bulldog on a skateboard is moving very slowly A bulldog on a skateboard is moving very slowly 
when he encounters a 2 m dip The bulldog andwhen he encounters a 2 m dip The bulldog andwhen he encounters a 2 m dip. The bulldog and when he encounters a 2 m dip. The bulldog and 
skateboard combined have a mass of 20 kg. skateboard combined have a mass of 20 kg. 
What is their total mechanical energy?What is their total mechanical energy?gygy

1.1. Almost zeroAlmost zero 3. About 600 Joules

2.2. About 200 JoulesAbout 200 Joules 4. You can’t tell from the 
information given.
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A bulldog on a skateboard is sitting at the bottom A bulldog on a skateboard is sitting at the bottom 
of a 2 m dip.  How much KE do you have to give them of a 2 m dip.  How much KE do you have to give them 
so they will roll out of the dip? The bulldog and so they will roll out of the dip? The bulldog and 
skateboard combined have a mass of 20 kg. skateboard combined have a mass of 20 kg. 
F i ti d i d b i dF i ti d i d b i dFriction and air drag can be ignored.Friction and air drag can be ignored.

1.1. NoneNone 3. About 600 Joules

2.2. About 400 JoulesAbout 400 Joules 4. You can’t tell from the 
information given.
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Moving to moleculesMoving to moleculesMoving to moleculesMoving to molecules

�� Apply our Newtonian framework and Apply our Newtonian framework and 
results to atoms and molecules.results to atoms and molecules.

�� See what goes over directly, See what goes over directly, 
what we have to add.what we have to add.

�� Can we integrate what we know about Can we integrate what we know about 
atoms and molecules from chemistry withatoms and molecules from chemistry withatoms and molecules from chemistry with atoms and molecules from chemistry with 
the physics we have learned?the physics we have learned?
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Energies between charge clustersEnergies between charge clusters

�� Atoms and molecules are made up of charges.Atoms and molecules are made up of charges.
�� The potential energy between two charges isThe potential energy between two charges is

1 2
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�� The potential energy between many charges isThe potential energy between many charges is
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What does the electric potential What does the electric potential 
energy between two identicalenergy between two identicalenergy between two identical energy between two identical 
charges look like?charges look like?
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What does the electric potential What does the electric potential 
energy between two oppositeenergy between two oppositeenergy between two opposite energy between two opposite 
charges look like?charges look like?
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When a When a positivepositive (test) charge is released (test) charge is released 
f fi df fi d i ii i ( ) h( ) hfrom rest near a fixed from rest near a fixed positivepositive (source) charge (source) charge 
what happens to the what happens to the electric potential energyelectric potential energy

f h h ?f h h ?of the test charge?of the test charge?
1.1. It will It will increaseincrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

dd h hh htowardstowards the source charge.the source charge.
2.2. It will It will decreasedecrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

away from away from the source charge.the source charge.yy gg
3.3. It will It will increaseincrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

away from away from the source charge.the source charge.
44 It illIt ill dd b th t t h illb th t t h ill4.4. It will It will decreasedecrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

ttowardowards the source charge.s the source charge.
5.5. It will remain constant because the test charge remains at rest. It will remain constant because the test charge remains at rest. 
6.6. There is not enough information to tell.There is not enough information to tell.
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When a When a negative negative (test) charge is released (test) charge is released 
f fi df fi d i ii i ( ) h( ) hfrom rest near a fixed from rest near a fixed positivepositive (source) charge (source) charge 
what happens to the what happens to the electric potential energyelectric potential energy

f h h ?f h h ?of the test charge?of the test charge?
1.1. It will It will increaseincrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

dd h hh htowardstowards the source charge.the source charge.
2.2. It will It will decreasedecrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

away from away from the source charge.the source charge.yy gg
3.3. It will It will increaseincrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

away from away from the source charge.the source charge.
44 It illIt ill dd b th t t h illb th t t h ill4.4. It will It will decreasedecrease because the test charge will move because the test charge will move 

ttowardowards the source charge.s the source charge.
5.5. It will remain constant because the test charge remains at rest. It will remain constant because the test charge remains at rest. 
6.6. There is not enough information to tell.There is not enough information to tell.
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Foothold Ideas:Foothold Ideas:
i f h i li f h i lConservation of Mechanical EnergyConservation of Mechanical Energy

T t l f ki tiT t l f ki ti l t ti ll t ti l�� Total of kinetic Total of kinetic plus potential plus potential energy are energy are 
conserved if resistive forces can be ignored conserved if resistive forces can be ignored 

Graphical RepresentationMathematical Representation
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Forces from PEForces from PEForces from PEForces from PE

�� For conservative forces, PE can be defined byFor conservative forces, PE can be defined by

�� If you know If you know UU, the force can be obtained from , the force can be obtained from 


F  

r  U

it viait via

�� In more than 1D need to use the In more than 1D need to use the gradientgradient

�� The force always points The force always points downdown the PE hill.the PE hill.
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The figure below shows the interaction The figure below shows the interaction 
potential between two molecules (alongpotential between two molecules (alongpotential between two molecules (along potential between two molecules (along 
a particular orientation of the two molecules). a particular orientation of the two molecules). 
The units are in nm (r) and The units are in nm (r) and eVeV ((UU).).

When the molecules are separated by When the molecules are separated by 
7 nm the force between them is7 nm the force between them is

1.1. AttractiveAttractive

(nm)2.2. RepulsiveRepulsive
3.3. ZeroZero
4.4. Cannot be determined from Cannot be determined from 

the figure.the figure.



The figure below shows the interaction The figure below shows the interaction 
potential between two molecules (alongpotential between two molecules (alongpotential between two molecules (along potential between two molecules (along 
a particular orientation of the two molecules). a particular orientation of the two molecules). 
The units are in nm (r) and The units are in nm (r) and eVeV ((UU).).

When the molecules are separated by When the molecules are separated by 
2 nm the force between them is2 nm the force between them is

(nm)1.1. AttractiveAttractive
2.2. RepulsiveRepulsive
3.3. ZeroZero
4.4. Cannot be determined from Cannot be determined from 

the figure.the figure.



The figure below shows the interaction The figure below shows the interaction 
potential between two molecules (along potential between two molecules (along 
a particular orientation of the two a particular orientation of the two 
molecules). The units are in nm (r) and molecules). The units are in nm (r) and 
eV (eV (UU).).eV (eV (UU).).

When the molecules are separated by When the molecules are separated by 
0.5 nm the force between them is0.5 nm the force between them is

1.1. AttractiveAttractive
(nm)

2.2. RepulsiveRepulsive
3.3. ZeroZero
4.4. Cannot be determined from Cannot be determined from 

the figure.the figure.



Molecular forcesMolecular forces

http://besocratic.colorado.edu/CLUE-
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Chemistry/activities/LondonDispersionForce/1.2-interactions-
0.html


